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About This Game

Above is a virtual experience that place the player in the position of a stranded astronaut in space.
Join the main character in a visually stunning experience during the last minutes of his life.

Being minutes away from death, the human being let's his everyday problems behind to appreciate the true immensity of the
universe.

You will get a relaxing sensation and during those minutes be free.

Enjoy the continents and oceans of our homeplanet like you never seen before!
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Title: Above - VR
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Patagoniart
Publisher:
Patagoniart
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 compatible dedicated GPU, 1GB video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Rec Req Soundcard for VR mode

English,French,German
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Update April 2019: This is definitely worth getting now. With the addition of workshop ships, this has almost all the features
BH1 and its dlc had. I don't believe there's any multiplayer yet, but all the single player options are solid.

So, keeping that in mind, here's some reasons to get BH2
1. Streaming support!!!!! Keeping in mind it uses an audio recognition system to detect what song you're playing, you don't even
need mp3 files to play the tracks OR compete on the leaderboards. Youtube, Spotify, and other streaming sites should work. I
haven't tested it with video game musics, but it does fine with the usual licensed songs.
2. Song leaderboards. Due to the game's scoring system, these aren't particularly useful, but it's there if you're looking for
competition. Or if you want to feel less lonely playing these music gameplay generator games in Current Year. ;_;
3. There's a handful of new perks that are interesting to work with. You have way more options compared to the first game.
4. There are new enemies, new bosses (though I like BH1's enemies/bosses more), plus the hitboxes and the way the enemies
spawn are different. Even if you're used to BH1, you'll have to relearn a bit.. EDIT: The game's development cycle was ended
prematurely by Ubisoft, one of their common bad practices. This is why I changed my rating to negative.
It is still an amazing game however and one of the best Heroes ever. Wait until it is dirt cheap (no money to Ubisoft please!) and
then play it.

I waited long until I decided to buy H7 and the add-on, both due to the amount of bugs reported and due to my negative
experience with H6 (which was boring and repetitive, despite the nice graphics).

Well, all I have to say is, H7 after patch 2.0 is definitely worth playing and has the potential to become one of the highlights in
the series. The gameplay is diverse, it keeps me coming back for more, the hotseat mode fast and entertaining, and I love the
campaign so far. It is also positive that the devs added several single-player scenario maps for free.

Of course the bugs are still noticeable, and the game is technically not well optimized. The most notorious problem is the
memory leak: There is a constant and increasing consumption of memory and it does lead to the game becoming slow, game
sounds getting distorted, and bugs like the infamous double attack getting more common. The only way to solve this right now is
to actually terminate the game, wait 30-50 secs until the bloated RAM usage goes back to normal, and then start it again (rinse
and repeat after another 4 hours).

If a few bugs and the above described technical issues do not bother you that much, then I definitely recommend you give the
game a try. H7 is slowly becoming my favorite Heroes title. And since I am confident that the devs will fix the remaining bugs
(and hopefully add some more content), I rate the game positively and look forward to a 2nd expansion and further
improvements.. a video game for ugly fat people. This is a very interesting game, which will have you pondering questions like:

When did everything on Earth learn to fly?
Why did Aliens create this Toad?
What the hell am I doing with my life?

10/10 - Would ponder lifes mysteries again!. It was a good
. Definitely a must-get for any newcomer to the game. Gives you a lot of fantastic items to use. :). There is nothing to dislike,
everything is adorable!
Father and Daughter (8) succesfully made a Kickstarter-Game! And its epic!. Good for starters
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MASSIVE ending of the trilogy!. This game literraly just guards the oath. Factorio is the only game so good and so addicting
that I've had to consciously decide to quit playing because it was affecting my life outside in the real world. Twice. It really is
electronic heroin. I would tell myself I have to be in bed by midnight, and end up getting to bed at 5am. Then I would lay in bed
for over an hour with my mind BUZZING over how to optimize my train network, or my green-circuit build, or whatever. I
wasn't getting enough sleep, I was getting to work late, and I was distracted throughout the day by still trying to engineer my
factory. I had to stop. A few months later I slipped back into it, and the cycle essentially repeated. It's only a matter of time until
we start Round Three.

The game escalates infinitely. You build as big as you can imagine possible, and then you learn how to imagine bigger. My first
factory, I just wanted to launch a rocket into space. I built a terrible factory and eventually made it. After launching the first
rocket, how long until I could make a second? About an hour. I applied a ton of band-aids to speed it up until the bottleneck of
the factory was its very fundamental layout. So I started a second one, using what I had learned. This one literally ran an order of
magnitude (10x) better, and I find limitations in flow that I hadn't imagined before. Soon that factory is launching satellites into
space on a regular schedule. I push it further to speed that schedule. Can I make it to one rocket per minute? No. More like
every 5 minutes. Bottlenecked by the core structure of the factory again. I start a third factory, this one looking more like a
small country. Now I'm building sub-factories, each one every bit as big as Factory #2, just to make one component! And
they're all connected with a complex rail network. This time the goal is to produce science, and launching rockets into space is
just an ingredient! Putting up one rocket per minute is now just 25% of our production target. But my rail network, which can
EASILY move 10x as much material as my entire previous factory, is STILL inadequate to fully satisfy the demand. The
problem is simple traffic. The rails are like rush hour. Trains getting in each others' way. It cannot be fixed; again the entire
fundamental structure of the factory is lacking for the scope of my new vision. When I quit the game, I had a spreadsheet in
which I had calculated the precise amounts of every single component needed, what it needed, and where it was going. My
transportation featured a whole dedicated railroad for EACH component, all networked together like the paths on a circuit
board. My trains were going to move around like ELECTRONS IN A COMPUTER, and the factory would be sending rockets
into space like cannons firing artillery. This monster was going to require 6 to 8 of the nuclear power plants that I had designed.

Halfway through that project, I had a self-intervention and quit the game. But my Megabase is still sitting on the hard drive,
along with the spreadsheets and the network blueprint. Some time, when I am not distracted by flying in DCS or doing real-
world things like riding motorcycles, the addiction will arise again. Like heroin, a Factorio relapse does not start you back at the
beginning. I know I'll go right back to Megabasing. But hey, I didn't lose my job last time. Third time's a charm.. It's like a
stripped-down version of Cook Serve Delicious, but without losing any of the charm. Cutscenes with quirky characters add an
entertaining visual novel element.. I love clicker games, but this one is just too buggy, not really worth wastin your time with it..
Highly boring attempt at SHMUP. This game should be sell 3 $ max. You are basically stuck on the same small zone and waves
of ennemies attack you, you have to clean the same waves 3 times, then the level is complete. you got 10 missions based on the
level with same objective, then a new "map" which is the same one but a different color.
you will use the same 4 weapons the entire time, using the same technics to clean those waves.... as you progress some small
variety and type of ennemies or quantity can be noticed... this is the most grindy and boring SHMUP I have ever played and I
would be okay with that if it was a student project sold for a few bucks on steam..... pyrocynical
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